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ABSTRACT Antimicrobial peptides have two binding states in a lipid bilayer, a surface state S and a pore-forming state I. The
transition from the S state to the I state has a sigmoidal peptide-concentration dependence indicating cooperativity in the
peptide-membrane interactions. In a previous paper, we reported the transition of alamethicin measured in three bilayer
conditions. The data were explained by a free energy that took into account the membrane thinning effect induced by the
peptides. In this paper, the full implications of the free energy were tested by including another type of peptide, melittin, that
forms toroidal pores, instead of barrel-stave pores as in the case of alamethicin. The S-to-I transitions were measured by
oriented circular dichroism. The membrane thinning effect was measured by x-ray diffraction. All data were in good agreement
with the theory, indicating that the membrane thinning effect is a plausible mechanism for the peptide-induced pore formations.
INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial peptides are evolutionally ancient weapons
used by animals and plants in their innate immune systems to
fend off invading microbes (Boman et al., 1994; Martin et al.,
1995; Ganz, 1999; Zasloff, 2002). These amphiphilic pep-
tides are known to target the lipid matrix of cellular mem-
branes rather than protein receptors. On the surface, their
molecular properties are similar to detergents, which are
known to solubilize membranes indiscriminately (Helenius
and Simons, 1975). However, we do not believe that the
functions of antimicrobial peptides are detergent-like. On the
contrary, we expect the functions of such well-developed
defense systems to be based on well-deﬁned, controllable
mechanisms. At least for a class of antimicrobial peptides that
we have studied extensively, including magainins, prote-
grins, alamethicin, and melittin, we found that the peptides
behave in a systematic manner in their interactions with lipid
bilayers (Huang, 2000). Once a peptide molecule binds to
a membrane, the molecule embeds itself in the headgroup
region of the lipid bilayer (the S state) due to the hydrophobic
interaction. Depending on the peptide concentration and the
lipid composition of the bilayer, the peptide molecules may
remain in the S state or subsequently change into another
state (the I state) wherein the peptide molecules form trans-
membrane pores, apparently a mechanism to kill a cell. In
a previous paper (Chen et al., 2002), we have studied the
transition of alamethicin from the S state to the I state and
found that the transition was well described by a mechanism
based on membrane elasticity. In this paper, we present new
experimental evidence that supports the full implications
of this membrane elasticity theory. We will show that 1), the
theory describes equally well the transition processes of
forming barrel-stave pores and toroidal pores, but with a sign
change between the two in a key parameter of the theory; and
2), the prediction that the membrane thickness is held
constant during the transition is conﬁrmed by x-ray
diffraction measurement for both alamethicin and melittin.
We have developed several methods of detecting the state
of a peptide bound to a lipid bilayer. The simplest method is
oriented circular dichroism (OCD), which measures not only
the secondary conﬁguration but also the orientation of a pep-
tide in membrane (Olah and Huang, 1988; Wu et al., 1990).
To date, every antimicrobial peptide we have studied exhi-
bited two distinct OCD spectra indicating that a peptide can
bind to a membrane in two different orientations, named S
and I state, respectively. The list includes a-helical peptides
magainins (Ludtke et al., 1994), melittin (Yang et al., 2001),
and alamethicin (Huang and Wu, 1991); b-sheet peptides
protegrins (Heller et al., 1998); and cyclic peptides u-defen-
sins (Weiss et al., 2002). X-ray diffraction showed that the
peptide in the S state caused membrane thinning in direct
proportion to the peptide concentration. This was equivalent
to an expansion of the membrane area by adding the peptide
molecules in the headgroup region (Wu et al., 1995; Ludtke
et al., 1996; Heller et al., 2000). This description was in
agreement with the results of solid-state NMR (Bechinger
et al., 1991; Hirsh et al., 1996), Raman spectroscopy
(Williams et al., 1990), ﬂuorescence (Matsuzaki et al.,
1994), and DSC (Matsuzaki et al., 1991) measurements. In
the I state, neutron diffraction detected transmembrane pores
in the bilayers, but the diffraction pattern for pores would
disappear if the peptides changed to the S state, for example,
by temperature or hydration manipulation (He et al., 1995,
1996; Ludtke et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2001). In general,
a peptide was in the S state at low peptide concentrations but
changed to the I state as the concentration increased.
However, the range of concentration (henceforth expressed
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as the peptide-to-lipid molar ratio P/L) over which a peptide
changes from S to I varied greatly with the lipid composition
of the bilayer and also with the peptide itself (Huang andWu,
1991; Ludtke et al., 1994; Heller et al., 1997, 1998; Yang
et al., 2001; Weiss et al., 2002). For the ease of measurement,
we chose the lipid compositions in which the peptides
exhibited the S-to-I transitions between P/L;1/150 and P/L
;1/10 for in-depth studies.
The alamethicin transition was studied in diphytanoyl
phosphatidylcholine (DPhPC) bilayers in Chen et al. (2002).
The fraction of alamethicin molecules changed from the S to
the I state, f, was measured as P/L increased. The sigmoidal
dependence of f on P/L could not be explained by a micellar
model of aggregation. Instead we proposed that the free
energy for the state of peptide should include an elastic
energy term representing the membrane thinning effect. The
inclusion of this elastic energy of membrane provided
a driving force for the S-to-I transition that explained the
strong cooperativity exhibited in the peptide’s activities. In
particular, the theoretical prediction that f is inversely
proportional to P/L was borne out by the measurements of f
versus P/L in several different conditions of the bilayer.
Although alamethicin is similar to other antimicrobial
peptides in its S-to-I transition behavior (Heller et al., 1998),
it is unique in forming transmembrane pores described as
a barrel-stave model (Baumann and Mueller, 1974). As far as
we know, all other antimicrobial peptides, including melittin,
form another type of transmembrane pore called the toroidal
model (Ludtke et al., 1996; Matsuzaki et al., 1996; Yang
et al., 2001). In this paper, we will use melittin as an example
to see if the proposed theory also describes peptides that
form toroidal pores. The difference between these two types
of peptides is interesting. A sign change in one key pa-
rameter of the theory seems to reﬂect two different types of
interactions. The theory also predicted that the membrane
thinning should stop at the onset of S-to-I transition and
membrane thickness should remain constant in the transition
region. X-ray diffraction experiments were performed on
both alamethicin and melittin to test this prediction.
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DPhPC), 1,2-dimyristo-
yl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL). Alamethicin and melittin were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Two grades of melittin were used,
the sequencing grade (product no. M-1407) and the grade of purity 93%
HPLC (product no. M-2272). Both gave the same results in this study. Yang
et al. (2001) also found no difference between Sigma melittin and pure
synthetic melittin in this type of study as long as there was no added Ca21 in
the sample. Polyethylene glycol (PEG20000) was purchased from Merck
KGaA Co. (Darmstadt, Germany). All materials were used as delivered.
Sample preparation
In this study, two experimental methods were used. One was OCD (Olah and
Huang, 1988; Wu et al., 1990) for the measurement of peptide orientation in
lipid bilayers. Another was lamellar x-ray diffraction (LXD) for the
measurement of membrane thickness. The samples used in both methods
were in the form of oriented multilayers, a stack of parallel lipid bilayers on
a solid substrate. The preparation of such oriented samples followed the
method described in the previous study (Chen et al., 2002). Brieﬂy, lipid and
peptide of chosen P/L were codissolved in a solvent of 1:1 (v/v) methanol
and chloroform. The lipid concentration was ;1 mg per 20 ml solvent. An
appropriate amount of the solution was spread onto a cleaned quartz
surface—10 ml or less solution (depending on the P/L) onto a 14-mm-
diameter area for OCD, or 100 ml solution onto a 20-mm-square area for
LXD. When the solvent dried, the sample was vacuumed to remove the
remaining solvent residues, and then slowly hydrated with water vapor until
it appeared transparent. A good sample was visually smooth and showed at
least ﬁve orders of Bragg diffraction by LXD. Two peptide/lipid systems
were studied systematically; these were alamethicin in DPhPC and melittin
in DOPC. As stated above, these peptide-lipid combinations were chosen for
their ranges of P/L in their S-to-I transitions.
OCD measurement
The sample chamber for OCD was the same as used in Chen et al. (2002).
The temperature was controlled at 308C with stability of 60.18C. The water
solution of PEG20000 was inside the sealed chamber to control the hy-
dration of the sample via its vapor. The concentration of PEG solution used
in this study was 4.75 g of PEG20000 in 10.00 g of water, which gave
a vapor pressure equivalent to 98% relative humidity (RH) at 308C, (dif-
fering by only 0.1% from 258C) as was calibrated in Chen et al. (2002).
The hydration equilibrium of the sample was ensured by an agreement of at
least three OCD spectra measured over a period of 6 h. OCD was measured
with a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter, with light incident normal to the
sample surface (Wu et al., 1990). The sample was allowed to rotate around
the incident light at eight angles equally spaced in one complete rotation.
The averaged spectrum of the measurements at eight rotational angles was
used for analysis. The rotational average ensured the elimination of possible
artifacts due to linear dichroism (Wu et al., 1990). The background OCD
spectra of pure lipid bilayers (i.e., without peptides) were measured sepa-
rately and were removed from the spectra of the corresponding samples
containing peptide.
The reason we chose 98% RH (rather than 100% RH) for this experiment
was that for both OCD and LXD measurements, the sample substrate was
oriented vertically. At the levels of humidity higher than 98% RH, the
membranes on an open sample (i.e., on one substrate) would ﬂow. This is
not to say it is impossible to make measurements at 100% RH. An oriented
membrane sample could be covered with another substrate to prevent the
sample ﬂow, as we have done previously for OCD (Chen et al., 2002; Wu
et al., 1990) and for LXD (Olah et al., 1991; Wu et al., 1995). However, it
would take a long equilibrating time to change the hydration of a covered
(i.e., two-substrate) sample, and hydration changes are necessary in x-ray
experiments for the purpose of phase determination. As we will make clear
in the discussion section, the dependence of the peptide transition on
hydration is gradual. There is no qualitative difference between the
transitions measured at 98% RH and at 100% RH (Chen et al., 2002).
The OCD spectra for the S state and the I state of alamethicin were
measured in Chen et al. (2002). The OCD spectra for the S state and the I
state of melittin were measured previously by Yang et al. (2001) in DMPC
bilayers in another laboratory. These spectra were remeasured and repro-
duced here using the instrument described here.
LXD measurement
The sample chamber for LXD was the same as used in our previous studies
(Chen et al, 1997; Hung et al., 2000), except that the relative humidity was
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controlled by a series of PEG solutions enclosed inside the chamber. This
was to ensure that the hydration levels of the sample were the same in the
OCD and LXD measurements. The temperature was set at 308C, the same
temperature for the OCD measurement. In addition to the measurement at
98% RH, a series of measurements were made at lower levels of humidity
for the purpose of phase determination. Precise reading for these lower levels
of humidity was not necessary, because the swelling method for phase
determination depended on the precise reading of lamellar repeat spacings
only.
LXD was measured with Cu Ka radiation generated at 30 kV/30 mA by
u-2u scan from u ¼ 0.58 to 7.58 with a step size Du ¼ 0.018 at 1 s per step.
The equilibrium of the sample at each humidity setting was ensured by an
agreement of at least three consecutive diffraction patterns whose average
was subsequently analyzed. Only samples that produced at least ﬁve
discernible diffraction peaks were accepted. For P/L [ 1/25, diffraction
patterns showed only four discernible peaks—these results were not in-
cluded in the discussion. Each peptide-lipid combination was measured
with at least two separately prepared samples. Each sample was measured
twice separately at least 10 h apart to check the reproducibility.
The procedure for data reduction was described in many of our papers
(Chen et al, 1997; Hung et al., 2000; Ludtke et al., 1995; Wu et al., 1995;
Olah et al., 1991). Brieﬂy, the procedure started with background removal,
and absorption and diffraction volume corrections. Then the integrated peak
intensities were corrected for the polarization and the Lorentz factors. The
magnitude of the diffraction amplitude was the square root of the integrated
intensity. The phases were determined by the swelling method (Blaurock,
1971). With their phases determined, the diffraction amplitudes were Fourier
transformed to obtain the trans-bilayer electron density proﬁles. The proﬁles
were not normalized to the absolute scale, but they gave the correct peak-to-
peak distances, since the latter are independent of normalization (Wu et al.,
1995).
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Fraction of peptide molecules in the I state,
f versus P/L
For helical peptides, including both alamethicin and melittin,
the I spectrum is that of helices normal to the plane of the
bilayers and the S spectrum of helices parallel to the plane
(Olah and Huang, 1988; Wu et al., 1990). These spectra are
somewhat different in their details from one helical peptide
to another, most likely because none of such peptides is
a perfect a-helix for the entire length (Okada et al., 1994).
The S and I spectra of alamethicin (Wu et al., 1990) were
reproduced here at P/L¼ 1/150 and P/L¼ 1/15, respectively
(Fig. 1 top). Every other spectrum of alamethicin can be ﬁt
by a linear combination of these S and I spectra. From the ﬁt,
we obtained the fraction of the peptide molecules in the I
state, f (Fig. 2). The error bars, about 60.05, represent the
standard deviations of the numerical ﬁts. We note that we
have practically reproduced the previous result measured at
258C (Chen et al., 2002), with only slight differences.
Fig. 1 bottom shows the OCD spectra of melittin in DOPC
bilayers at 308C and 98% RH in a series of P/Ls. The spectra
here are noisier than the ones in Fig. 1 top. This is because
DOPC has a much higher UV absorptance than DPhPC.
Particularly at low values of P/L, the noise levels were high
at wavelengths below 200 nm, because larger amounts of
sample were needed to obtain sufﬁcient peptide signals. The
S and I spectra were obtained from melittin in DMPC bi-
layers as described in Yang et al. (2001) and were repro-
duced by our instrument in this study. All measured spectra
of melittin could be ﬁt with a linear combination of these S
and I spectra for wavelength above 200 nm. The fraction of
melittin molecules in the I state is plotted against P/L in
Fig. 2.
Membrane thickness versus P/L
The diffraction patterns of all the samples measured at
308C and 98% RH are shown in Fig. 3. At least ﬁve Bragg
orders were recorded in each pattern. No peak broadening
with Bragg order was observed, indicating that undulation
FIGURE 1 (top) OCD spectra of alamethicin in DPhPC bilayers at 308C
and 98% RH with P/L varied from 1/150 to 1/15 (lipid background
removed). The spectra of P/L ¼ 1/150 and 1/15 were the spectra for the S
state and the I state of alamethicin, as established in Chen et al. (2002). All
other spectra were normalized such that each was ﬁt by a linear combination
of S and I: ð1 fÞS 1 fI with f as a ﬁtting parameter (see Chen et al.,
2002). (bottom) OCD of melittin in DOPC bilayers at 308C and 98% RH
with P/L varied from 1/150 to 1/10 (lipid background removed). The high
UV absorptance by DOPC made the spectra below ;200 nm unacceptably
noisy. The spectra I and S of melittin were established in Yang et al. (2001)
and were remeasured here in DMPC bilayers. The spectra from DOPC
bilayers were normalized as above.
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ﬂuctuations were negligible at hydration levels below 98%
RH (Guinier, 1994). For peptide concentrations above P/L¼
1/25, the patterns had at most four orders. Since we were
measuring small changes in membrane thickness, we decided
not to compare them with those with higher numbers of
peaks. To determine the diffraction phases, each sample was
measured in a series of relative humidities below 98% RH to
produce patterns at different values of repeating spacing D.
They were normalized relatively to each other by the
Blaurock method (Blaurock, 1971) and plotted as a function
of scattering vector q (¼4p sin u/l, 2u is the scattering
angle and l the x-ray wavelength) to determine the phases ac-
cording to the swelling principle (Perutz, 1954; Torbet and
Wilkins, 1976). Two representative examples are shown in
Fig. 4.
The trans-bilayer electron density proﬁles constructed
from the diffraction data are shown in Fig. 5. We were
interested in the peak-to-peak distance (PtP) as a measure
of the membrane thickness. Fig. 6 shows the PtP versus P/L
determined from the proﬁles shown in Fig. 5. The measure-
ments were repeated with independently prepared samples,
at least two for each peptide-lipid combination. We found
that for alamethicin in DPhPC, the PtPs were reproducible
within 60.1 A˚ in the range of P/L shown. For melittin in
DOPC, the PtPs were reproducible within60.1 A˚ for P/L#
1/100 and within60.2 A˚ for P/L$ 1/75. These uncertainties
are shown as error bars in Fig. 6.
The bilayer thinning in proportion to P/L is consistent with
the peptide molecules being embedded in the headgroup
region. It is also consistent with the peptide being distributed
in the plane of bilayer without aggregation in the S state.
More direct evidence of no peptide aggregation has been
provided by EPR (Barranger-Mathys and Caﬁso, 1993),
NMR (Hirsh et al., 1996), and ﬂuorescence energy transfer
(Gazit et al., 1994; 1995; Schu¨mann et al., 1996) studies. As
was done previously for alamethicin (Wu et al., 1995; Heller
et al., 1997), magainin (Ludtke et al., 1995) and protegrin
(Heller et al., 2000), we can estimate the cross section of
melittin from its thinning effect shown in Fig. 6. We assume
that the volume of hydrocarbon chains is constant during
thinning. Then the fractional area expansion of the bilayer
DA=A equals DDch=Dch where Dch is the thickness of the
hydrocarbon region. Dch is estimated by subtracting twice
the length of the glycerol region (from the phosphate to ﬁrst
FIGURE 2 Fraction of peptide molecules occupying the I state, f,
obtained from Fig. 1 is plotted as a function of peptide concentration P/L:
(solid square) alamethicin in DPhPC and (open circle) melittin in DOPC,
both at 308C and 98% RH. The error bars are the standard deviations of the
numerical ﬁts described in Fig. 1.
FIGURE 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of pure DPhPC and alamethicin in
DPhPC at various P/L (left), and pure DOPC and melittin in DOPC at
various P/L (right). The patterns are displaced for clarity. The steps at 2u
;48 were due to the use of an x-ray attenuator to reduce the count rates for
the ﬁrst two diffraction orders in order not to saturate the detector.
FIGURE 4 Phasing diagrams for the x-ray diffraction of pure DPhPC and
DPhPC containing alamethicin at P/L ¼ 1/50 as examples of the swelling
method (Blaurock, 1971). The repeat spacing D for pure DPhPC (DPhPC-
alamethicin P/L ¼ 1/50) was 50.1 (49.9), 51.1 (50.7), 52.1 (52.5) A˚ at
95.3%, 96.8%, and 98.0% RH, respectively. All other samples had similar
phasing diagrams.
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methylene of the hydrocarbon chain), i.e., ;10 A˚, from PtP
(McIntosh and Simon, 1986; Nagle and Tristram-Nagle,
2000; Harroun et al., 1999a,b). Assuming that the area
expansion is due to the embedding of the peptide in the
headgroup region, then DA=A  ðP=LÞAp=AL where Ap and
AL stand for the cross-sectional area of peptide and lipid,
respectively. Using AL;75 A˚
2 for DOPC (Nagle and
Tristram-Nagle, 2000) and the PtP versus P/L in the S state
(Fig. 6), one obtains Ap;300 A˚
2. The lengthwise cross sec-
tion of the melittin helix has been estimated by crystallog-
raphic analyses (Terwilliger et al., 1982) and monolayer
studies (DeGrado et al., 1981) to be ;400 A˚2. The smaller
value estimated from the thinning effect could be explained
if some water molecules were displaced from the headgroup
region when the peptide was embedded.
Comparison with the theory of
membrane thinning
First, we brieﬂy recapitulate our theory for peptide transition
(Chen et al., 2002). An individual peptide in the S state
causes a local expansion of membrane area. Because of the
volume conservation of the hydrocarbon chains, an expan-
sion in the area is equivalent to a thinning in the thickness.
This local deformation of lipid bilayer extends over a range
of diameter ;40 A˚ or more, depending on the values of the
bilayer’s elastic constants (Huang, 1986, 1995). When the
peptide concentration is sufﬁciently high such that the local
deformations by neighboring peptide molecules overlap, the
membrane thinning becomes approximately uniform and the
amount of overall thinning is proportional to P/L. The
proportionality of membrane thinning to P/L is shown in Fig.
6 where PtP decreases linearly with P/L in the region before
the onset of S-I transition. This has also been conﬁrmed by
many previous measurements with other peptides (Wu et al.,
1995; Ludtke et al., 1995; Heller et al., 2000; Weiss et al.,
2002). The membrane elasticity theory showed that under
such conditions the elastic energy of membrane thinning is
proportional to (P/L)2 (Huang, 1995). This can be seen as
follows. The measured membrane thinning is proportional to
the area expansion of the bilayer. An expansion DA in the
membrane area A causes a tension s ¼ ka(DA/A), where ka is
the stretch coefﬁcient (Rawicz et al., 2000). The change of
FIGURE 6 Peak-to-peak distance (PtP) versus P/L for alamethicin in
DPhPC (top) and melittin in DOPC (bottom). In each panel, the arrow
indicates (P/L)*, the onset of S-to-I transition measured by OCD (see Fig. 7).
The error bars represent the ranges of reproducibility (see text, Membrane
thickness versus P/L). PtP decreases linearly with P/L below (P/L)*. Above
(P/L)*, the PtP is constant within experimental error.
FIGURE 5 Electron density proﬁles of pure DPhPC and alamethicin in
DPhPC at various P/L (top), and pure DOPC and melittin in DOPC at
various P/L (bottom). The proﬁles were not normalized and were displaced
for clarity. The short vertical bars indicate the positions of the peaks.
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free energy (normalized to per lipid) due to the occupation of
peptide molecules in the S state can be written as
DF ¼ es P=Lð Þ1sDA ¼ es P=Lð Þ1a P=Lð Þ2; (1)
wherees is the binding energy for a peptide molecule taken
from the solution to an S state, but not including the energy
of membrane thinning. The energy of membrane thinning is
sDA. The second equality in Eq. 1 made use of the propor-
tionality of thinning to P/L, hence DA } P=L. The parameter
a is a constant times ka. In the transition region, a fraction of
the peptide molecules, f(P/L), are in the I state and the rest
(1f)(P/L) remain in the S state. Parallel to Eq. 1, we propo-
sed that membrane thinning in the transition region is pro-
portional to ½ð1 fÞðP=LÞ 1 bfðP=LÞ. The factor b was
introduced to distinguish the effect of membrane thinning by
a peptide molecule in the I state from that of a peptide
molecule in the S state. The free energy was then written as
DF ¼ esð1 fÞ P=Lð Þ  eIfðP=LÞ
1a½ð1 fÞðP=LÞ1bfðP=LÞ2; (2)
where eI is the counterpart of es for the I state. It is
essentially the energy of pore formation divided by the
number of participating peptides. Depending on the structure
of the pore, eI may include the energy of monolayer bend-
ing as well as interaction energies between the peptides in the
pore.
Although the free energy (Eq. 2) contains several free
parameters, it has at least two deﬁnitive predictions. Minimi-
zation of the free energy with respect to f, @DF=@f ¼ 0,
gives the equilibrium condition
eS  eIð Þ
2að1 bÞ ¼ ½ð1 fÞðP=LÞ1bfðP=LÞ: (3)
The ﬁrst prediction from Eq. 3 is that f is a linear function of
1/(P/L) in the transition region:
f ¼ 1
1 b 1
ðP=LÞ
P=L
 
; (4)
where ðP=LÞ ¼ ðeS  eIÞ=2að1 bÞ is a constant repre-
senting the threshold concentration for the onset of S-to-I
transition. In Fig. 7, the data f of Fig. 2 were replotted
against 1/(P/L). Clearly the prediction was borne out by both
alamethicin and melittin. The second prediction of the theory
is that the right-hand side of Eq. 3 is constant, in fact equals
to (P/L)*. The quantity in the square brackets represents the
thinning effect. Therefore its constancy implies that the
membrane thickness remains unchanged in the entire transi-
tion region, even though before the transition the thickness
decreased linearly as P/L increased toward the onset of
transition. The expression Eq. 3 includes the point f ¼ 0,
the onset point of transition. Thus the theory predicts that
the membrane thickness remains the same as at the onset
point for the entire transition region. As shown in Fig. 6,
the second prediction was also in good agreement with the
data.
DISCUSSION
In Chen et al. (2002) alamethicin was measured in three
different bilayer conditions, including one at 100% RH and
another at 98% RH (258C). Both the measurements at 100%
RH and 98% RH ﬁt the theory well with slightly different
parameters. Indeed the phase diagrams of S-to-I transitions
have been mapped out for a number of different peptide/lipid
systems in the plane of temperature and humidity (Huang
and Wu, 1991; Heller et al., 1997). In all cases, hydration
changes merely shifted the transition range of P/L. Thus the
mechanism of transition should be the same at all levels of
hydration.
It was shown in Chen et al. (2002) that the value of the
parameter b must be less than one, but otherwise there is no
restriction on the value of b. It is interesting to note that b is
positive for alamethicin but is negative for melittin (see Fig.
7). From its deﬁnition in Eq. 2, a positive bmeans that a pore
state has a membrane thinning effect similar to the S state
but with a reduced strength. On the other hand, a negative
b implies that the formation of a pore counteracts the
membrane thinning effect of the S state. We do not know if
this is related to the observation that alamethicin forms
barrel-stave pores, whereas melittin forms toroidal pores
(Yang et al., 2001). Whether all toroidal pores have a
negative b remains to be seen. It is clear, however, that
alamethicin and melittin interact with lipid bilayers differ-
ently in the I state, although they seem to interact with the
bilayers similarly in the S state. One consequence of the sign
of b is that if it is positive, the peptide can achieve 100%
FIGURE 7 Fraction of peptide molecules occupying the I state, f, from
Fig. 2 was replotted as a function of the inverse of peptide concentration 1/
(P/L): (solid square) alamethicin in DPhPC and (open circle) melittin in
DOPC, both at 308C and 98% RH. The data fell on a straight line for P/L[
(P/L)* in each case. The intercept of the straight line with the line of f ¼ 0
deﬁned the threshold concentration (P/L)*. The parameter b was obtained
from a ﬁt with Eq. 4.
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insertion, i.e., having a pure I state, as seen in the case of
alamethicin (Fig. 7). On the other hand, a negative b pre-
vents f from reaching the value of one (see Eq. 4) as seen in
the case of melittin (Fig. 7).
In Chen et al. (2002), we considered an alternative theory
assuming that the pore formation is an aggregation effect
of peptide. Although aggregation provides cooperativity, the
theory does not agree with the measured f versus P/L. In
comparison, the present theory assumes that the elastic en-
ergy of membrane thinning modulates the energy difference
between the surface adsorbed state and the pore state. This
theory has the advantage of incorporating two indepen-
dent sets of measurements, i.e., the change in the membrane
thickness and the fraction of peptide in each state, both as
functions of P/L. Overall the theory gives a good description
for all the data, including the constancy of membrane thick-
ness in the transition region. It also provides useful param-
eters for the description of peptide-bilayer interactions.
We are hopeful that the behavior of peptides in lipid
bilayers can be inferred to understand the peptides’ activities
in cell membranes. In this regard, it should be pointed out
that although in nature the peptide reaches the cell membrane
by partitioning from the extracellular phase, once partitioned
in the membrane the peptide would quickly translocate
across the membrane and distribute on both sides of the
membrane. This was observed by Matsuzaki et al. (1995) in
their lipid vesicle experiment using ﬂuorescence techniques.
Even at low peptide concentrations, transient pores were
formed by peptides initially bound to the outer leaﬂet. When
the transient pores dissolved, the peptides were distributed
to both sides of the bilayer. Also, the peptide-lipid ratios
used in our experiment are comparable to those used in bac-
terial killing assays, as measured by radioactivity binding
experiments (Steiner et al., 1988; Merriﬁeld et al., 1994). As
for the nonphysiological hydration conditions used in our
experiment, we have shown that the behavior of peptides is
basically the same in all hydration levels. Only the ranges of
concentration (P/L) for the I and S states vary (continuously)
with hydration. In the limit of full hydration, the property of
individual bilayers in multilayers is the same as a single
isolated bilayer. Both undergo signiﬁcant undulation ﬂuctu-
ations and have the same gel-to-ﬂuid transition temperature
(Evans and Needham, 1987; Smith et al., 1990).
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